Mid-profile cap
The V-Flexfit, style 5001 from Flexfit, is a six-panel cotton twill cap. It features a mid-profile
fitted cap, fused hard buckram, eight rows of stitching on a Permacurv visor and a 3.5” crown
with silver under-visor. It is available in sizes S/M or L/XL in colors black, brown, beige, navy,
red, royal, white and gray.
Visit: www.flexfit.com | Call: 800-424-4464

Glitter cutter material
Imprintables Wearhouse features Spectra Bling. This textured, glitter heat-applied graphic material offers excellent stretchability and is now available in black gold, burnt orange, confetti,
dark violet, jade, brown and navy as well as the original six colors. It can be applied to most light
and dark fabrics including 100 percent cotton, 100 percent polyester and poly/cotton blends. It
comes in a variety of lengths including 5-yard, 10-yard, 25-yard and 50-yard rolls.
Visit: www.imprintables.com | Call: 800-347-0068

Rayon thread
GSG offers Classic Rayon thread made of 100 percent viscose. It is available in a #40 weight
with high tensile strength, soft hand and sheen. It is suitable for high-speed commercial machines and is color fast, holding up even when washed at temperatures as high as 203° F with
heavy-duty detergents. It comes on a 3,300 yard cone or a 714-yard spool.
Visit: www.GOGSG.com | Call: 800-366-1776

Curved blade scissors
American Embroidery Supply introduces hot-forged 4” scissors with curved blades that are
specially designed for monogram work, appliqué and intricate trimming. Manufactured by
Clauss Products, it has 24K gold-plated bows, fine-grade cutlery steel shanks and thin needlesharp points.
Visit: www.americanembsupply.com | Call: 888-518-6522

Heat sensitive stabilizer
RNK Distributing offers Heat N Gone as part of its versatile Floriani stabilizer line. With the
ability to use as a stabilizer or topping, this film can be removed without water by using an
iron between the temperatures of 260 and 300° F.
Visit: www.florianicommercial.com | Call: 865-549-5115
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